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Abstract—This research paper presents recent work exploring the power of natural language processing (NLP) methods applied to qualitative engineering education data. As NLP and other machine learning methods are developed for qualitative data, it is important to prioritize the role that theory plays in rigorous qualitative research, where the selection of a theoretical framework serves as the lens by which the research project is framed, results are analyzed, and findings are brought to light. Indeed, the view from a different theoretical lens can highlight novel or new findings. In this work, we seek to explore the viability of NLP methods for helping researchers select appropriate frameworks. In this work, we present our method to train a Python-based NLP algorithm to analyze an existing data set of interview data using one theoretical lens: Community of Practice theory, an oft-used theory in graduate education literature, which is the topic of the interview corpus to investigate. We present and test two methods for developing dictionaries by which to train the algorithm: An expert-curated dictionary and a machine-generated dictionary compiled by mining the theoretical framework sections of published literature employing Community of Practice theory. We apply these two dictionaries to analyze a corpus of 54 interview transcripts investigating graduate engineering attrition. The high dimensional data from NLP can be compared using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) visualization and pairwise distance plots to determine which method results in the most well-defined structure indicating agreement between the dictionary and the corpus of interview transcripts. In the discussion, we highlight opportunities for using these automated methods to help researchers with qualitative data analysis and warn against potential dangers and ethical ramifications for using machine learning and NLP for social science data. This work will have impact on the disciplinary communities working to embed computational language-based methods into engineering education research, and for the qualitative methods communities across social science and education disciplines.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The inclusion of theoretical frameworks in social science and educational research is important to provide a lens through which data—whether quantitative or qualitative, can be interpreted [1], [2]. The selection of a theoretical framework can illuminate certain aspects of the data, while veiling others—while the selection of a different framework might illuminate other facets of a given phenomenon. There are an abundance of theories related to education, psychology, sociology, and other fields that likely would yield useful or novel interpretations on engineering education findings, but many researchers rely on the theoretic orientations with which they are most comfortable, causing the field to go through trends in the use of various theories. The motivation for this paper is grounded in a visionary perspective on the ability to use theory in engineering education—and other disciplines employing human subjects research, too—leveraging the power of machine learning to help researchers select interesting, novel, and useful theoretical frameworks to illuminate the answers to research questions. We envision—in the long term—a tool to help researchers compare their corpus of qualitative text-based data (interviews, etc.) against a repository of theories from across disciplines to help them understand their data in new or novel ways.

The purpose of this paper is to present a proof-of-concept using natural language processing tools to develop dictionaries representing one theory (Lave and Wenger’s Community of Practice Theory [3], commonly applied in engineering education research). We use this research to pilot and compare two ways of formulating a working dictionary by which to apply natural language processing methods: an expert-curated dictionary and a machine-generated dictionary. Then, we show how the dictionaries can be applied to a corpus of interview data to assess the relevancy of the theory to the corpus.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Natural language processing (NLP) is a method complimentary to machine learning, in which researchers ask computers to determine underlying hidden structure or patterns in large text-based data sets. NLP, in particular, is employed in
a variety of daily technologies that anticipate language patterns based on rhetorical structure, such as search results on the internet or voice recognition in artificial intelligence. In educational settings, NLP has been a topic of interest with the advent of online learning and Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs), with research groups working in the area of automated grading and feedback [4]–[7] or in analysis of student written essays [8].

In engineering education research, few researchers employ machine learning or NLP. Madhavan and Johri’s collaborations [9]–[11] have employed machine learning, big data visualization methods, and content analysis to discern trends in engineering education literature and research topics. Multiple groups employed NLP techniques to analyze large batches of student data. For example, Meneske’s group used NLP methods to explore relationships between student goals, reflections, and learning outcomes[12], [13], and Bhaduri [14] showed how NLP methods could be used to interpret student metacognition and course evaluations, with the goal of helping instructors synthesize large amounts of text-based data. Several researchers have applied NLP to the teaching of engineering skillsets, where NLP-based algorithms can act as tutors for computational courses [15] or for writing [16]. In the disciplinary design education domain (not engineering design thinking), several researchers have been employing machine learning and AI to the design process as a way of better characterizing design in a variety of context or generating robust design repositories digitally. In our past work, we have used NLP for analysis of engineering résumés [17] and other machine learning methods to study engineering design characteristics in a variety of settings [18].

Despite these ongoing projects, however, the use of NLP or ML is not widespread engineering education research. One potential reason for this is that by asking a machine to help with data analysis, some may worry that the richness of qualitative methods that come from theory-based inductive reasoning, especially for deep qualitative methods, may lose the creativity, abductive and inductive reasoning that a human researcher provides, and may not offer rich advances on psychological or sociological human conditions. We fully agree, but also note that researchers will likely be applying NLP and ML methods to qualitative data whether researchers concur it to be sound or not. Indeed, in the last few years there have been several papers published employing NLP for qualitative data analysis. We note a few of the most useful examples here.

Crowston, Allen, and Heckman [19] were some of the first researchers to apply NLP methods to qualitative data analysis, focusing on methods of content analysis, which is focused on frequency counting and thematic analysis. They demonstrated the ability of leveraging NLP to extract codes from text, maximizing the amount of time required by human coders. Of note is that the purpose of this paper is to “explore how NLP techniques […] can be applied to support a particular task in positivist qualitative research, namely coding for content analysis” (p. 524). The obvious limitation here is that most human-centric and educational research has shifted to being post-positivist and constructivist in nature, and that more nuanced interpretive qualitative methods are not addressed.

Guetterman et al. [20] quantified the difference between an NLP-enabled coding schema with human qualitative analysis, finding that, unsurprisingly, the NLP-trained algorithm yielded three main themes of analysis (compared with four from the human analysis), while missing aspects of context. The team also ran an experiment with an “augmented” (human + NLP) coding schema, noting that the combination of humans with machine-assisted techniques could allow researchers to handle more data while not losing the contextual features of qualitative data. However, this group did not incorporate or address aspects of theoretical orientation within their paper.

Chen et al. [21] also discussed the use of NLP and ML to support qualitative data analyses in social science research, identifying a strength in using ML and related methods to identify areas of ambiguity that then could be followed up with targeted researcher analysis and interpretation. This team also points to a future of human-centered machine learning, rather than a world where a machine can be fully able to replace humans in qualitative research. Chen et al. also note that one of the main difference between most ML-based applications and that of social science is that it is driven by theory, with the exception of grounded theory methods [22], which originate with the presumed absence of theory, noting that ML could contribute to these grounded theory methodologies.

In each of these papers, the essential aspects of theory to social science are ignored, which is a crucial aspect if ML or NLP methods will ever be accepted in social science and educational communities. In the discipline of engineering education research, the importance of theory is well-established, and required in our premiere research journals. To this end, our team seeks to be on the front end of the wave to propose methods for applying NLP to engineering education and other qualitative-heavy disciplines that support underlying traditions of qualitative research. One of the most important pieces of this is our commitment to the value of theory as it serves as the lens for interesting data analysis and interpretation, leading to advances in understanding of the phenomenon of interest.

To support this goal, the purpose of this paper is to show how theoretical orientations can be trained into NLP algorithms to help researchers analyze qualitative text-based data, such as that from interviews. While we demonstrate this for one theory in this paper, the proof-of-concept can be easily expanded to help researchers quickly explore how well a variety of diverse theories might fit a corpus of data, helping researchers to expand outside their “favorite” theories. The specific overarching research question this paper seeks to address is:
How can NLP methods be used to incorporate theoretical frameworks into the analysis of text-based qualitative data sets?

III. METHODS

The methods for this paper are summarized overall before giving the specifics. First, two dictionaries were generated to represent Community of Practice Theory: an expert-curated dictionary of words and phrases affiliated with Community of Practice Theory, and a machine-generated dictionary based on theory sections from 14 educational journal articles primarily employing that theory. Second, we apply these dictionaries through NLP techniques to a corpus of data, the topic of which is graduate engineering student attrition, persistence, and career trajectories. Third, we compare the results using PCA visualization and pairwise-distance plots, which represent the structure present in high-dimensional data.

A. Introduction to Context for Corpus of Data and Theory of Interest

The context for the existing corpus of interview (text-based) data comes from two funded NSF grants that both investigate different dimensions of graduate engineering student attrition and persistence from the PhD. While the studies had different foci and research questions, the semi-structured interview protocols were quite similar. In sum, the corpus comprises 54 interviews with current and former engineering PhD students at various stages of their programs. More details on recruitment of participants are available in our other published works [23], [24]; the details of which are less relevant here because the focus of this paper is the proof of concept for theoretical framework selection using NLP.

In this paper, we have selected Community of Practice Theory, originally developed by Lave and Wenger [3] to describe the development of expertise as one progresses from being peripherally associated as a member of a discipline to becoming a core member of the community of practice. One of the key phrases in Community of Practice theory is the concept of “legitimate peripheral participation,” or the need for novices to take on gradually more authentic learning opportunities such that they develop a sense of belonging and identity as a member of the discipline. CoP is often associated with graduate level and higher education because of its focus on learning in authentic situations outside the classroom and its emphasis on apprenticeship to learn the knowledge and skills of the trade, and to internalize the expectations and norms of the discipline [25]–[30]. In engineering education research, CoP is one of the most widely-applied theories affiliated with graduate education work, and was therefore selected for this proof-of-concept study.

B. Development of Dictionaries and Cleaning of the Corpus of Interview Data

In this section introduce the methods by which the dictionaries were generated and the NLP models were created. The first dictionary is an “expert-curated dictionary” comprising 69 words and phrases, generated by the authors, who have extensive experience in graduate education research employing Community of Practice Theory. These words were saved as a .txt file to be readable into Python.

The second dictionary is a machine-generated dictionary that was formed by mining the theoretical framework sections of fourteen journal articles in both engineering education research and other higher education venues that have a thorough discussion of theoretical orientation. Depending on the venue, this sometimes exists as a stand-alone section; in others, it is embedded as a subsection or several well-developed paragraphs within the literature review or background section. In generating the set of literature from which the theory sections were mined, we excluded literature related to online graduate students and online communities of practice, since the context for the corpus against which our dictionaries would be tested was based on traditional resident doctoral programs, not online degrees. The relevant sections or paragraphs from each article were pasted into .txt files to be read into Python.

After developing the dictionaries, we also prepared our corpus of interview data to be analyzed in Python. For this process, all interviews were saved as .txt files and cleaned to remove conversations that happened either before (such as consent etc.) or after (niceties, requests for follow-up participation, logistics about how the participation incentive would be sent, etc.) were deleted from the interview transcripts, such that the algorithm would not be searching these parts of the conversation for evidence of CoP theory. We did not remove interviewer questions to the participant, or timestamps: the timestamps would not have high enough occurrences to be important to the algorithm (or we could program the algorithm to remove numeric timestamp values). We made the methodological decision to retain interviewer questions because of the semi-structured nature of the interview because the interviewer questions would help build in elements of context to the results as the algorithm.

C. Application of Dictionaries to Corpus of Data

The dictionaries were applied to analyze the corpus of data through Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [31]. LSA provides a means of converting text-based documents into numerical vectors, which then permits a variety of algebraic comparisons and manipulations to support various experimental needs [32]–[34].

In essence, the first step involves expressing each document in accordance with a dictionary. Here, two dictionaries are used – a data-driven dictionary produced by mining the theoretical framework sections of other work, and an expert-curated dictionary generated by the authors. Specifically, every document is represented as a frequency count over the words in the dictionary. This frequency count is then represented as a vector. Every vector is equal in length to the number of words in the dictionary, and every value in a given vector indicates how many times the corresponding dictionary word appears in the document. Singular value decomposition is then used to compress these high-dimensional vectors into a lower-dimensional latent space. In the absence of a parametric study, the number of dimensions in the latent space is made equal to the number of documents in the corpus (here, 53 document and dimensions). This step has the benefit of removing some of the noise from the empirical data. The vector representations of documents within this LSA latent space can then be used for algebraic manipulation and comparison. The nature of the latent
space is such that documents that are nearby one another are more similar in content, while those that are further away are dissimilar. In this work, two separate latent spaces are constructed – one corresponding to the data-driven dictionary, and the other corresponding to the expert-curated dictionary.

Specifically, the analysis implemented in this work was implemented using the Gensim Python library [35]. This application of the combination of LSA and visualization approaches to assess textual data is similar to that employed in other work [36].

IV. RESULTS

This section provides visualizations of the LSA treatment of the data described above. These visualizations are of two types. First, PCA was applied to the data in order to find two principal components which best describe the variance in the data. This variance-preserving visualization approach provides an effective means of visualizing high-dimensional data (in this case, 53-dimensional) while preserving information. Second, pairwise-distance plots were produced. These plots show the distance between documents in the analysis, visualized as a matrix.

The PCA visualizations of the analysis predicated on the data-driven and expert-curated dictionaries are provided in Figure 3 and Figure 4, respectively. In these plots, every point represents a separate document. The axes and the units on the axes are not meaningful, as they are simply the components that preserve maximum variance in the data. In general, these visualizations reveal similar structures in the data. Namely, both plots have a tight grouping of documents centered at the origin, indicating a set of documents that are minimally-differentiated by the analysis. The grouping is slightly less dense for the expert-curated dictionary, which may be indicative of a greater degree of nuance enabled by that dictionary. There are also several outlying documents, all situated on the right side of the plot. This indicates documents that may have unique qualitative attributes when viewed through the lens of Community of Practice theory. Although not explored fully here, these outliers could be used to select documents for deeper qualitative review.

Figure 1. PCA visualization of the analysis predicated on the data-driven dictionary.

The pairwise distance plots of the analysis predicated on the data-driven and expert-curated dictionary are provided in Figure 3 and Figure 4, respectively. These plots show the matrix of distances (as measured using Euclidean distance in the 53-dimensional LSA latent space) between each pair of documents. The matrix has zeroes along the diagonal, indicating the comparison of a document to itself. Further, both matrices are symmetric across the diagonal, simply indicative of the symmetry requirement for all distance metrics. The exact value of the distances is not meaningful, as they are produced for two separate LSA latent spaces. However, the patterns of high and low values shown in the matrices are meaningful, and further reveal the structure of the two spaces.

A heuristic comparison of the two plots indicates a high degree of similarity. This is particularly notable when observing the degree to which documents 39 and 48 are outliers, as indicated by the high values in those rows and columns. However, the more specific nature of these matrices differ. Specifically, the pairwise distance plot produced for the data-driven dictionary is composed of many very low values and a few high values. This indicates many documents that are very close to one another in the LSA latent space, with a few documents that are outliers. In contrast, the pairwise distance plot produced for the expert-curated dictionary has less of a dichotomous split, with more mid-range values. This belies a diffuse spread of documents in the LSA latent space, and is indicative of a greater degree of nuance induced by the expert-curated dictionary.

Figure 2. PCA visualization of the analysis predicated on the expert-curated dictionary.
Figure 3. Pairwise-distance plot of the analysis predicated on the data-driven dictionary.

Figure 4. Pairwise-distance plot of the analysis predicated on the expert-curated dictionary.

V. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we demonstrated the ability to train and apply an NLP algorithm to a corpus of text-based interview data. This is, to the best of our knowledge, the first documented instance of the incorporation of theoretical frameworks to qualitative analysis using NLP, offering a substantial advance to the disciplines of engineering education and to methodological communities. In this work, we applied two different dictionaries to the algorithm, one generated by experts in applying CoP theory to graduate education, and one generated by a machine based on the theoretical framework sections of peer-reviewed journal articles.

As shown by the structure present in the PCA visualizations and pairwise distance plots. While both dictionaries produced data with similar structure, the expert-curated dictionary produced fewer extreme outliers and thus provided more nuance in the treatment of the documents under analysis. While future work would need to validate this pattern for several other theories, we now have a starting point to be able to judge whether an expert-curated dictionary or a machine-generated dictionary is most appropriate to analyze a data set.

This research was a first step in developing theory-driven NLP algorithms to help qualitative researchers analyze data. Because of this, we selected the theoretical framework of CoP that is often employed to describe graduate socialization through the apprenticeship, thereby giving us an equal ground by which to compare how the two dictionaries represented the data.

There are several theoretical ramifications that researchers should hold in their minds as they consider using NLP or other ML methods for qualitative data analysis. First, we hold strongly to the idea that algorithm-based methods of analysis should never take the place of human researchers, especially in qualitative analysis where the interpretation of “messy” human data is often nuanced and not well-described by an existing theory. Indeed, in many contexts, a combination of theories are used to describe a phenomenon, and in exceptional circumstances, grounded theory methods are employed when there is no theory that can describe the context explored in a research study. It is important for researchers to have a deep appreciation and understanding for qualitative traditions and applications of theory to data before attempting to build NLP or ML algorithms to begin to help analyze or interpret data. Without the researcher’s understanding and expertise, then that leaves a machine to tell the research community the findings of any given research project: an inappropriate use of technology.

We also warn against the tendency to consider machine-generated data as “objective.” Indeed, machines and algorithms are only as smart as the programmers, and can serve to propagate bias under the pretense of objectivity. Recent reports have shown how bias propagates in online knowledge repositories such as Wikipedia (for example, which covers male scientists, inventors, and technologists, at higher levels than females). Problematically, many search engines are trained on Wikipedia articles, such that the representation bias manifests in considering science, engineering, and technology to be affiliated with males rather than females. This is just one example of how bias pervades in an invisible circumstance, while no single “person” is responsible for that bias. We must be careful to keep the researcher in the process, and to acknowledge the limitations of these methods and to confront positionalities of the researchers if NLP or machine learning methods are employed to conclude findings from qualitative research.

Future work for this project includes further honing how dictionaries should be built. We intend to compare the two dictionaries built for this study, for example, with “augmented” versions of the dictionaries enhanced by coding Python to expand the dictionary to include synonyms for all the words and phrases within each of our existing dictionaries. Further, we intend to build a repository of other theories that are commonly (and less-commonly) used in engineering education work, and apply them to a variety of data sets to show how these methods might work to help researchers decide on a most appropriate theoretical framework to help guide their work.
VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we demonstrated the incorporation of theoretical orientations within natural language processing, demonstrating that for the theory of interest for this paper (Community of Practice Theory applied to a corpus of interview data pertaining to graduate-level socialization and attrition) the dictionary developed by the expert was a better fit. This is the first step to developing methods and best practices for appropriately using NLP in qualitative data analysis methods, keeping in mind the ethical and methodological traditions that should continue to be highly valued in qualitative research. In the discussion, we offer suggestions and cautions to qualitative researchers as more and more disciplines are beginning to capitalize upon the advantages of ML and NLP.
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